1. On 1 May 1961, [ ] visited Beit Ha'Am, Jerusalem, and the trial of Adolf Eichmann as a guest of [ ]. The group consisted of [ ] and [ ].

2. Not Relevant

3. Not Relevant

4. Not Relevant
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The four went to Beit Ha'am. [---] had a tourist pass (which is attached), and showed his [---] at the gate. He then went through a booth where a police officer gave him a perfunctory frisking. Since this was done to all other members of the group, [---] did not object. His pocket knife caused the policeman a great moment of concern.

5. [---] then led the group on a tour of the installation: restaurant, snack bar, air-conditioning room, archives, reproduction sheet - in Hebrew, English, French, or German - is about two hours, one of the 12 TV camera positions, the local telephone center, the international telephone center, the press office, the teletype room, in the gallery of the court room, and the press room. [---] was in the gallery of the court room, and blended in very well with the Israelis, with a shirt sleeve, and blended in very well with the Israelis, both officials and journalists. In the event a situation had arisen in which he had to be introduced, he was to be introduced by his first and middle names.

6. The group, less [---] who had a meeting, spent most of its time in the press room, which is room has four TV screens (plus one extra one in Reuters own room), which show the court room. The 12 TV cameras feed into a van outside the building, where a director watches 12 screens, selecting the one he wants to show in the press room. The cameras are partially hidden, although the locations are obvious in the court room. Around the wall of the press room are plugs for 110V/60 cycle and 220V/50 cycle current, for tape recorders, along with jumpers leading into selection boxes for the recorder, along with jumpers leading into selection boxes for the various simultaneous translations. The selector can be set for Hebrew (i.e., the court room itself), German, French, or English. Along with the boxes leading to the tape recorders there are selector boxes with earphones. There are also portable transistorized receivers which correspondents can wear, and these too carry the four languages.

7. The translations seemed good, with only occasional faltering for words. The German seemed excellent, the French as far as accent went seemed very clear, and the English was good. The translators, incidentally, sit in boxes on the gallery level of the court room, in glassed-in cubicles, while the tape recorders for the various languages are opposite them. These tapes are then taken to the typing section which prepares typed copies for reproduction. There is also an official photo service, which takes postcs, and sends photos to all correspondents.

8. When the trial is over, the installation will be turned over to the Government Tourist Corporation for use for conventions. The portable radios, the microphones and lines, the press room, etc., in fact the whole system for simultaneous translation - will be turned over intact.
9. In view of the flurry about [ ] attending, it was amusing to be told that of the three organizations which were taping the whole trial, VOA was one. It was there in the transparent guise of a "free lance," but as [ ], pointed out, there were no free lancees at the trial, none were allowed, and the other reporters would almost certainly see through any such story. Moreover, all the equipment used by the group was labeled "Property of VOA."

10. The effectiveness of security precautions was hard to estimate, but to [ ] they seemed porous. Each day 100 tourists visit the court room for the morning session, and 80 for the afternoon. To obtain tickets, application has to be made at the Tourist Information Office, where a passport can serve as identification. At the actual entrance, the ticket and passport are again checked (but tickets can be forged, especially since used tickets are not collected). The search for weapons is cursory - or at least was cursory in [ ]'s case.

11. The area around the building is protected by a double fence of wire mesh, quite high, and is flood-lighted. The outer cordon of guards consists of border police, with regular police on the inner guard detail. Some of these police are in uniform, some in plain clothes. There are of course policewomen, to handle searching of female visitors. At least some of the roads had border policemen on them.

12. The predominant impressions of the trial for [ ] at least were the efficiency with which the mechanics of the trial were being handled; the dignity of the court and the related proceedings (for example, use of the trial by travel agents to promote tourism has been prevented); and the startling insignificance and commonness of RICHTMANN. There are numerous similarities with Bruno HAUPPANN and his trial for the murder of the Lindberg baby. Perhaps the major difference is that this trial is being handled with dignity and restraint, and not as a national side-show.

Att: A/S-usc

[ ]

[ NOT RELEVANT ]
14. During the visit to the press room mentioned above, 
asked for his opinion of . Spent a lot of time in and around Beit Ha'am, thought
for a moment, and then replied that it sometimes seemed to him as if
were in it just for himself.

15. Upon his return from the , reported
pertinent portions of the above to the and the press officer.
The said he had found the letter, but made no move to show
it to . The press officer said no VOA people were at the
trial, overtly or covertly.